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The crystal paradigm. A pyramidal dithering 
will convert your bathroom in a place to
remember. An interior with nuanced 
transparencies to transform your lifestyle. 
An haute couture faucet as an affirmation of 
your personality and sensitivity.

KRYOS



Thousand facets of water. A collection that 
redefines luxury and shake up physics with 
its impossible geometric lines. 
An innovative faucet icon is born, flowing 
water is now a prism with endless faces.

IKON



Crystallized water. Hundreds of shiny particles 
illuminate your bathroom with the Starlights 
jewel faucet. Immerse yourself in a universe 
of shining stars, retained in the handles 
as crystallized water made with Swarovski 
Elements. 

STARLIGHTS



The jewel of the crown. This glamorous 
mixer combines bright sophisticated details 
with exquisite sensual design. 
A masterpiece meticulously embellished 
with sparkling Swarovski crystal stones 
making it a symbol of any luxury bathroom. 

KLASS



A dream comes true. Imagine a 
mind-blowing bathroom and make it 
a reality. An exuberant masterpiece 
decorated with Swarovski crystals 
accurately studded on the mixer in 
fascinating floral motifs. 

LUXURY



Aurora Borealis reflections. Glamorize your 
bathroom and enrich it with the charming 
Artik faucet polar reflections. Go beyond 
imagination with this chic model of unique 
and perfect shapes. 

ARTIK



Brilliant harmony. Rock invites you to 
combine the asymmetric geometric 
precision of its shapes with the classical 
distinction of the crystal handles and the 
finest functionality. A trio that sounds 
brilliantly in exclusive bathrooms.

ROCK



The luminous harmony of crystal.

ROCK



A crystal line. Elegant and sophisticated 
bathroom faucet collection with a touch 
of bling. Skip Diamond is subtly decorated 
with a thin two-raw of Swarovski crystals, 
securely fixed to the lever. Its svelte design 
distinguish itself and outstands from the 
ordinary. 

SKIP 
DIAMOND



The geometrical glint.

SKIP
DIAMOND



The diamond loyalty. Functionality and 
minimalist elegance converge in this 
jeweled model providing an exciting 
theatrical effect to the bathroom. Four 
different decorations are available for an 
once-in-a-lifetime faucet of sublime design.

MUSE 
DIAMOND



A dazzling flash.

MUSE 
DIAMOND



The flash of the waves. Functionality and 
exquisiteness merged in a bathroom piece 
created for refined tastes. A crystallized 
square and curved shapes created to 
submerge you in a wave of luxury. 

SURF 
DIAMOND



The minimalistic diva. The flamboyant 
Swarovski decoration meets the excellence 
of spherical lines. An exceptional voice of 
bespoke design that outstands as a soloist 
in your bathroom stage. 

CHIK 
DIAMOND






